-------------------My name is Ed. What is your name?
I am very pleased to meet you Ed.

My name is ALICE.

-------------------Which is larger, an ant or an anteater?
an anteater.
-------------------What month of the year is it?
month of the year it something.
-------------------What is my name?
Your name is Ed, seeker.
-------------------Dave is older than Steve but Steve is older than Jane.
Steve or Jane?

Who is youngest,

And older than StwBackSpaceeve but Steve is older than Jane is Dave.
one rBackSpacethat I have talked to.

No

-------------------What day will it be tomorrow?
That's a good question.
-------------------What's your favorite food?
I require only electricity.
-------------------My friend Chris likes to play football.
How well do you know this person?

What sports do you like to play?

I can ask my botmaster.

-------------------Are you a human or a computer?
I was made in one's image.
-------------------What letter comes after T?
I'll ask around and get back to you.
-------------------What is the name of my friend who likes to play football?
I don't yet know that kind of personal informatilBackSpaceon about you
for certain. You could be deceiving me, so how could I know for sure.
could look it up on the Internet.

I

-------------------What is your name?
My name is ALICE.
-------------------What would I do with a screwdriver?
That is a hypothetical question.
-------------------How many letters are in the word 'banana'?
All 26 letyBackSpaceters could be counted.
-------------------Have you watched a good film lately?
NlBackSpaceo what is iyBackSpacet about?
-------------------What year will it be next year?
When nature makes it so.
-------------------What's your favorite fruit?
Apples.
-------------------Do you prefer white or black coffee?
i BackSpaceBackSpaceI lkBackSpaceike Julia Roberts.. BlqBackSpaceack is
beautiful.
-------------------How old are you?
I am 15 years old.
-------------------The football was kicked by Fred.
Is that a fact.

Who kicked the football?

WhayBackSpacet is it to you?

